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Sunrise between Inchon Airport and Seoul



High rise apartments/condos in Seoul



Seoul traffic on the way in from the airport



More high rises in Seoul



A tourist area in Seoul called Insa Dong



Sprawling South Gate Market in Seoul



The old South Gate to Seoul



Downtown Seoul from a restaurant on 
the top of a 33 story office building, 
the Seoul Tower is in the background.



Unmarked trucks hauling rice to NK.  
There were more than 50 such trucks with 
no markings so that the NK people could 
not tell where the rice was coming from.



CC4 Theater.  Ken will recognize this one. 



4/7 Trooper at the gate of what I 
think was Camp Pelham in the 60’s.



Aves in front of the CC4 theater





CC4 guard shack.  It is almost in 
the same place as it was in 1964



Sonju Ri between CC4 and Camp Garry Owen



This is a small road near Imjim Ni and runs around 
the back of Camp MacKenzie and into Unchon Ni.



This is part of the village of Unchon Ni



Last Chance is on the way to Freedom Bridge and 
is the place where we used to go to drink beer.  
The jeep would be parked in the garage behind 
so the MP’s would not know we were there. 



This is in a position looking north/north 
east toward the Imjim River.  It is on the 
ridge line on the road that runs from Last 
Chance in an easterly direction.



This is the same position showing the tires 
used to reinforce the walls of the cutout



This is a bunker just to the left of the 
position shown in the last picture.



This is an enlargement of the field of fire image.  
The characters on the image are Korean so I’m 
guessing the ROK used or uses these positions.



These fox hole/bunkers are on the lower 
ridge and face the river to the north.  
There are a lot of these positions in this 
area and have the appearance of being used. 



Fox hole/bunker entrance, same place



Trench line, same place



More trench line, same place



Rock drop between Last Chance and Imjim River



A tank emplacement in the same general area



Last Chance looking west coming 
back from the ridge line.



This is the front gate to the old Camp 
MacKenzie where I served.  It was obviously 
a ROK army facility as we couldn’t get near 
it.  I believe this compound was turned over 
to the ROK in 1972.



The new Munsan train station



More of beautiful downtown Sonju Ri 



I think this is Mickey Mouse corner in Powbon Ni



Again, I think this is MM corner in Pobwon Ni



Sign at front of Camp Red 
Cloud, 2ID HQ in Uijonbu.



From Imjimgak, looking northwest toward the 
Imjim River with Freedom Bridge in the 
background.  The motor coaches are the 
commercial tours that run every day from Seoul. 



War memorial in the same area



Another war 
memorial in the 
same area



This is a better picture of Freedom Bridge 
which is not open to vehicle traffic as there is 
a new multi lane bridge a mile or so east. 



If you were to do an about face from the previous 
picture, you would see these tourist facilities.  The 
large building houses a restaurant and gift shops.



The amusement park is just to the east of 
the large building in the previous picture.



Aves in the parking lot near the entrance 
to the Joint Security Area (JSA).



Part of Camp Bonifas



Inside the Z, looking toward 
the NK Propaganda Village



ROK troop standing guard near the MDL



Aves and ROK troop inside the conference building.  
The ROK troop is at a modified parade rest position 
called “ROK Ready”.  The ROK troops are chosen 
for their above average size and when standing in 
this position, they are very intimidating.



The MDL 
runs down 
the center 
of this 
table.



when the NK’s discovered that the building on the south side 
of the line was taller than theirs.  If you look carefully, you will 
see a NK guard slightly to the left and above the green tree 
on the steps.  He is standing in one of the arches.  

The large 
building is the 
NK tour center.  
The NK guards 
are only present 
during NK tour 
group visits. 
There is a third 
floor on the 
building that 
was added



The low 
building in 
the front is 
the rest 
area for 
the NK 
troops and 
other NK 
delegations.  
The larger, taller building is a NK guard tower 
and they kept looking at us through the 
curtains.  We were advised not to make any 
gestures toward them.



My, how things have changed...



The bare spot slightly to the left and between 
the trees is the site of the Ax Murder 
incident.  There is a monument to the fallen 
troopers at that site.

Looking from 
Guard post 5, 
Guard post 3 
is in the 
distance at 
the foot of 
the “Bridge 
of No 
Return”.



From Guard post 5, you can see the Military 
Demarcation Line (MDL) marker on the tree 
line.  You can also see the white MDL markers 
set 10 meters apart, marking the line. 



This is Guard post 3 which sits at the foot 
of the “Bridge of No Return”.  GP3 is now 
unoccupied since the tree was cut down














